Neonatal necrotizing enterocolitis: clinical aspects, experimental models and pathogenesis
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Background: Necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC), a disease of premature infants, is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in neonatal intensive care units. Its known predisposing factors include prematurity, enteral feeding, and infection, but the pathogenesis is still obscure.

Data sources and Results: Several animal models of NEC have been established in adult and neonatal rats and mice. Endogenous mediators, especially platelet-activating factor (PAF), play a pivotal role in NEC. Injection of PAF results in intestinal necrosis, and PAF antagonists prevent the bowel injury induced by endotoxin, hypoxia, or tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF) in adult rats. PAF antagonists or PAF-acetylhydrolase, the enzyme degrading PAF, also ameliorate the pathology of the neonatal model induced by hypoxia and enteral feeding. Human patients with NEC have elevated levels of plasma PAF and decreased PAF-acetylhydrolase. However, to exert its injurious action, PAF requires the presence of commensal bacteria in the intestine. The initial event in our models of NEC is probably polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMN) activation and adhesion to venules in the intestine, probably in response to local PAF release. Other molecules and mediators taking part in the process include NF-κB, TNF, chemokines (especially MIP-2/CXCL2), and the complement system, leading to a local inflammatory reaction. Subsequent release of vasoconstrictors and the consequent mesenteric vasoconstriction result in splanchnic ischemia and reperfusion. Toxins from commensal bacteria (e.g., endotoxin) enter the intestinal tissue during local mucosal barrier breakdown, and synergize with PAF and TNF to amplify the inflammation. Reactive oxygen species produced by the activated leukocytes and by intestinal epithelial xanthine oxidase may be the final effector for tissue injury. Protective mechanisms include nitric oxide produced by the constitutive (mainly neuronal) nitric oxide synthase (which maintains intestinal perfusion and the integrity of the mucosal barrier), and the innate immune response, enhanced by indigenous probiotics such as Bifidobacteria and Lactobacilli.

Conclusions: The eventual development of severe bowel necrosis depends on the balance between the injurious and the protective mechanisms. The injurious includes various pro-inflammatory molecules such as PAF, leukotrienes, TNF, chemokines, the complement system, vasoconstrictors, adhesion molecules, xanthine oxidase, reactive oxygen species, NF-κB and products of commensal bacteria such as lipopolysaccharide. The protective mechanisms include neuronal nitric oxide synthase, PAF acetylhydrolase, and probiotics.
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Clinical considerations

Necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) remains a leading cause of mortality in the neonatal intensive care unit. Amongst survivors, many suffer from long-term complications such as short bowel syndrome and its consequences. The incidence of NEC varies between 0.3 and 2.4 infants per 1000 births and between 4% and 22% amongst infants with birth weight less than 1500 g. The disease involves mostly premature infants. The age at onset is inversely related to gestational age (mean age at onset of 3 weeks for <30 weeks, 2 weeks for 31-33 weeks, 5 days for >34 weeks and 2 days for full-term infants). NEC is uncommon in term infants; only 10% of the affected infants are full term. Presumably, a postnatal insult is followed by the pathogenetic events that lead to the tissue devastation characteristic of NEC.

The symptoms of NEC include vomiting, feeding intolerance, abdominal distension, blood in the stools, lethargy, apnea, and temperature instability. In severe cases, it evolves into progressive systemic shock with metabolic acidosis, oliguria, hypotension and disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC). The severity of the disease has been categorized in stages by Bell et al.[5] Stage I is defined as suspected NEC, when nonspecific symptoms such as mild abdominal distension, increased residuals, temperature instability or apnea are present. When there is macroscopic evidence of blood in the stools, stage IB is attributed. Stage II is defined as definite NEC with roentgenographic evidence of ileus and intestinal pneumatosis. Portal air, secondary metabolic acidosis, thrombocytopenia or ascites defines stage IIB. Stage III is advanced NEC with clinical signs of hypotension, metabolic acidosis, DIC, neutropenia or marked abdominal tenderness. When signs of perforation are present, the stage is IIB.

Abdominal X-ray examination is the diagnostic procedure of choice. When NEC is suspected, serial abdominal X-ray films are recommended to check for the presence of pneumatosis intestinalis and pneumoperitoneum and for assessing disease progression. Pneumatosis intestinalis is diagnostic of NEC and is characterized by a linear bubbly pattern observed within the intestinal wall. The gas is thought to be produced by bacterial fermentation of substrates. It is present in about 85% of infants with NEC. In the most severe cases, portal air can be seen and is associated with severe bowel necrosis in about 40% of the cases. Pneumoperitoneum might be seen on a supine X-ray, where air will collect anteriorly, which has been described as a "football sign". However, a cross-table lateral or left lateral decubitus film often better demonstrate the accumulation of air outside the intestinal loops.

Pathology and possible pathogenesis of NEC

The predominant anatomic lesion of NEC is coagulative or ischemic necrosis[6-9] (Fig. 1A, B), which most commonly involves the ileocecal region, because the blood supply of this region is far from the superior mesenteric artery. In about half of the cases, the necrosis involves both the small and large intestines, either continuous or segmental.[8,9] The affected bowel is grossly distended, lusterless and gray or greenish-gray, or dark purple or black if there is hemorrhage. The soft, fragile intestinal wall may perforate when the involvement is severe and transmural. Perforation tends to occur at the junction between normal and necrotic bowel, but it may appear in the midst of a devitalized region, and sometimes at more than one site. Gas bubbles, which may be grossly visible in the intestinal wall, involve the entire colon more commonly in the term infant than in the premature.[8]

Ischemic necrosis of the intestine can develop secondary to thromboembolism of the mesenteric arteries. However, in most patients with NEC, no occlusion of large arteries can be identified. NEC and infarction are probably different clinicopathological entities, even though both manifest coagulative necrosis. An infarct is usually single and should follow the distribution of the arterial blood supply. In contrast, NEC is basically an inflammatory process, and a venule may be the initiating site of the pathophysiology. The affected areas are often multiple, and are randomly distributed. The early histological change in surgical specimens of NEC is coagulative necrosis (Fig. 1A, B), and inflammatory cells infiltrate when the disease progresses (Fig. 1C).[9] Bacteria are important in NEC, since the disease usually does not occur before bacterial colonization of the intestine. Bacterial overgrowth in NEC seems to exceed that in other diseases with ischemic bowel.[9] Intestinal pneumatosis, the peculiar and characteristic finding seen in many cases of NEC, is not observed in infarcts. The formation of gas bubbles within the intestinal wall, most likely resulting from the fermentation of intraluminal contents by bacteria, is associated more with NEC than with any other necrotizing conditions affecting the intestine. Bacterial production of P-galactosidase, which reduces pH by fermentation of lactose, has been suggested to contribute to the development of intestinal pneumatosis.[10] However, the ability of colonizing bacteria to ferment lactose is not correlated with the production of NEC;[11] moreover, the endemic cases of NEC are not consistently associated with a single infectious agent or with a particularly virulent organism that produces highly damaging toxins or that displays great entero-invasive or entero-aggregative ability.
Disparate microorganisms have been isolated from the stools of NEC patients, and in some cases from both blood and stools: *Escherichia coli*, *Klebsiella*, *Enterobacter*, *Pseudomonas*, *Salmonella*, *Clostridium perfringens*, *Clostridium difficile*, *Clostridium butyricum*, *coagulase-negative staphylococci*, coronavirus, rotavirus, and enteroviruses.\(^{12}\)

Intestinal inflammation affects about 90% of the patients with NEC and is considered an appropriate host response to tissue injury and proliferating bacteria.\(^{9}\) Inflammation tends to be more severe and more conspicuous when devitalization of the bowel is gradual, in contrast to the ischemic necrosis that follows sudden occlusion of the arterial circulation, as in thromboembolism. The character of the inflammation in colitis of infectious origin differs from that in NEC.\(^{9}\) Microabscesses and crypt abscesses are common in infectious colitis, but they are found in only 10% of the surgical specimens obtained from patients with NEC. Moreover, extensive necrosis beyond the inflammation is a feature of NEC that is generally absent in cases of infectious enterocolitis. Ballance et al\(^{9}\) also found reparative activity of recent onset in 68% of the patients, all undergoing surgery for the first time. Regenerative changes in NEC are usually marked by a layer of cuboidal or tall epithelium with hyperchromatic nuclei, mitotic activity and without mucin, which covers granulation tissue or a partly reconstituted lamina propria with distorted, morphologically aberrant glands.\(^{7,15}\)

The pathogenesis of NEC is thought to be multifactorial and is poorly understood. Intraluminal nutrient plays a role since most cases of NEC (90%) occur in infants being fed. Breast milk has been shown to provide some protection against the disease. It contains many factors, which could be responsible for this protection, such as immunoglobulin A and G, lymphocytes and growth factors. Bacteria are also involved, since many cases often occur in clusters, and sporadic epidemics have been associated with *Klebsiella*, *E. Coli*, *Clostridia*, *coagulase negative staphylococcus* and rotavirus.\(^{16}\) Bowel ischemia is another suspected contributing factor: NEC has been associated with low Apgar scores, umbilical catheters, polycythemia, impaired aortic blood flow, exposure to cocaine, congenital heart disease such as hypoplastic left heart syndrome and truncus arteriosus. The immaturity of host defense is likely to play a significant role as well since the disease affects mostly premature infants. Most of the proposed theories on the pathogenesis were derived from the risk factors recognized by clinical observations. In recent years, there has been a considerable progress in the understanding of the disease by the successful establishment of animal models.

### Animal models of bowel necrosis induced by platelet-activated factor, lipopolysaccharide and tumor necrosis factor-\(\alpha\)

One of the favorite models for NEC uses young adult rats and mice injected with endotoxin (lipopolysaccharide, LPS),\(^{17}\) platelet-activating factor, or paf-acether (PAF),\(^{18,19}\) tumor necrosis factor-\(\alpha\) (TNF),\(^{20}\) or a combination of these agents. This model is technically easy and yields consistent results. The rationale for using these agents is as follows.

LPS: NEC is clearly associated with intestinal bacterial growth, since NEC usually develops following oral feeding, and oral feeding markedly increases the growth of intestinal flora, such as *E. coli*, in the gastrointestinal tract.\(^{21}\) We hypothesized that gram negative intestinal flora such as *E. coli* and

![Microscopic appearance of the small intestine from infants with necrotizing enterocolitis, showing areas of extensive mucosal necrosis (A), transmural necrosis (B), and inflammatory cell infiltration (C) (HE, magnification × 100) (arrow: transmural necrosis).](http://www.wjpch.com)
their cell wall product, LPS, would play a role in the development of NEC.

PAF: Injection of LPS induces endogenous production of PAF,[22,23] systemic administration of PAF[24-26] to animals mimics symptoms and signs of shock, and PAF antagonists prevent LPS-induced shock.[26,27]

TNF: LPS induces endogenous TNF production[23,28,29] and administration of TNF causes shock and bowel injury,[30,31] whereas pretreatment of the animal with anti-TNF[31] ameliorates endotoxin shock and increases survival.

The effect of PAF, its secondary mediators, and its synergism with LPS

PAF is an endogenous phospholipid mediator produced by inflammatory cells, endothelial cells, platelets,[24,25,32] and bacteria of the intestinal flora, such as E. coli.[33]

Systemic administration of PAF induces an immediate and sometimes transient hypotensive response. With large doses, the shock becomes profound and irreversible, and intestinal necrosis develops rapidly. Early injury is usually detectable within 15 minutes. PAF is probably the most potent agent to induce intestinal injury. PAF, as little as 2.5 μg/kg, i.v., often causes small intestinal necrosis of varying degrees in the rats. Since rat platelets are refractory to PAF,[18,34] the pathogenesis of necrosis cannot be due to the thromboembolic effect of PAF. The necrosis, usually focal, involves the jejunum, ileum, especially the distal ileum, and/or cecum. With high doses, the entire small bowel can be affected. The necrosis begins at the villus tip (Fig. 2A),[18] and progresses to the villus base (Fig. 2B, C), sometimes extending to the submucosa or even transmurally (Fig. 2D).

Although LPS alone can cause intestinal injury, the required dosage is often high (>5 mg/kg). However, LPS is a potent "priming" agent for PAF: a small dose of LPS (0.5 mg/kg) acts synergistically with a low dose of PAF.[18,19,35] LPS-induced intestinal injury was blocked

Fig. 2. Microscopic appearance of the small intestine from rats injected with PAF (2.5 μg/kg) showing early stage of intestinal injury with loss of epithelial cells at the villus tips (A), extensive mucosal necrosis with loss of villi (B, C), and transmural necrosis (D) (HE, magnification x 100) (arrow: transmural necrosis).
by pretreatment with PAF antagonists,[17] suggesting that this effect is mediated by endogenous PAF.

Why the small intestine, especially the ileum, is sensitive to PAF action is probably due to its high content of PAF receptors (PAF-R). Using quantitative PCR, we found that the ileum has the highest number of PAF-R transcripts: (3.49±0.15)x10⁷ molecules/μg RNA.[36] The PAF-R content of the jejunum was only 56% of that of the ileum, and the spleen was only 30%. Other organs, e.g., the lung, kidney, heart, stomach and liver, had less than 1% of that of the ileum.[36] PAF, even at doses below those causing bowel necrosis, almost doubled PAF-R mRNA in the intestine.[36] The increase is biphasic; the second peak (at 6 hours) seems dependent on endogenous PAF and TNF.[36] In the small intestine, PAF receptor was localized mainly in epithelial cells and eosinophils of the lamina propria, although it appears that only epithelial PAF-R is readily upregulated by inflammatory stimuli like PAF.[97]

PAF also seems to be the endogenous mediator for hypoxia-induced bowel injury. It is known that decreased oxygen delivery to the mesenteric circulation, as seen with asphyxia,[38] cyanotic congenital heart disease,[39] decreased mesenteric flow associated with intrauterine growth retardation,[40] and maternal cocaine use,[41] are associated with an increased risk of NEC in human infants. We found that when young adult (25- to 30-day-old) male Sprague-Dawley rats were exposed to acute severe hypoxia (by exposure to 100% nitrogen for 2 minutes), or to subacute moderate hypoxia (in a 10% oxygen atmosphere for 15 or 30 minutes), plasma levels of PAF were markedly elevated.[42] Thirty minutes of moderate hypoxia produced mild to moderate ischemic bowel necrosis, with no evidence of necrosis in any other organs (Two minutes of severe hypoxia were not sufficient to induce bowel injury). The bowel injury was prevented by two structurally unrelated PAF antagonists, WEB 2086 and SRI 63-441. We concluded that hypoxia results in a rapid increase in endogenous PAF levels and that PAF is a mediator of hypoxic intestinal injury. Furthermore, when young adult male rats were treated with combined insults of LPS (2 mg/kg Salmonella typhosa endotoxin, i.v.) and hypoxia (5% oxygen for 90 minutes), the intestinal injury that developed was also ameliorated by PAF antagonists, either WEB 2086 or SRI 63-441.[45] Thus, PAF is an important mediator in LPS- and hypoxia-induced bowel necrosis (Since in these studies we assessed the biological activity, rather than chemical analysis of PAF, we could not differentiate PAF from PAF-like phospholipids; the latter also bind to PAF receptor and have effects that are much like those of PAF[48]).

PAF has a short half-life in the blood, being rapidly degraded by serum acetylhydrolase (PAF-AH) into the biologically inactive lyso-PAF.[43-47] However, the in vivo action of PAF is prolonged, partly due to the fact that PAF induces its own production in tissues.[48] When PAF antagonists were given before PAF challenge, the production of PAF (and PAF-like phospholipids) is markedly reduced.[17,48] Although PAF is a vasodilator in vitro,[49] high doses cause sustained vasoconstriction of the splanchnic bed in vivo.[49,50-52] Administration of antagonists to peptide leukotrienes[19,51] or alpha blockers[51] in vivo prevents PAF-induced intestinal injury, but often do not reverse the hypotension.

The complement system, especially C5, may also participate in producing NEC, since the injection of PAF or TNF/LPS activates the complement system in vivo,[53,54] and C5-deficient mice are protected from TNF/LPS- or PAF-induced injury.[55]

Roles of NF-κB and chemokine MIP-2/CXCL2

Many inflammatory cytokines have been found to be released in NEC,[56] suggesting their roles in the disease. We have found that nuclear factor κB (NF-κB), a central transcription factor in the regulation of many proinflammatory cytokines, is activated in rat intestine following PAF injection.[56,57] The activated NF-κB is composed mainly of p50 homodimer.[56] LPS also activates NF-κB, but mostly the p50-p65 dimer,[58] and its effect is partly mediated via endogenous PAF and TNF.[58] Preliminary experiments show that blocking NF-κB with NF-κB essential modulator-binding domain (NBD) peptide[59] attenuates PAF-induced injury.

Neutrophils are thought to play an important role in NEC. In the PAF-induced bowel necrosis model, neutrophils mediate bowel injury, hypotension, hemoconcentration[60] and NF-κB activation.[57] The recruitment of neutrophils toward sites of inflammation is regulated by chemokines. Following PAF injection, we have found that CXCL2 (macrophage inflammatory protein-2, MIP-2), a major chemokine for neutrophils, is produced in the intestinal tissues and its levels are increased in the plasma.[61] Furthermore, we found that antibodies against CXCL2 blocked PAF-induced bowel injury and hypotension.[60] It is possible that stressed enterocytes produce CXCL2, which causes local neutrophil recruitment during NEC. These then adhere to the mesenteric endothelium, releasing further inflammatory mediators and causing further intestinal inflammation and necrosis.

TNF and its interaction with PAF and LPS

TNF has many proinflammatory actions,[62-64] such as inducing leukocyte and endothelial adhesion molecules,
activating polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMNs) and endothelial cells, and causing production of other cytokines, including TNF itself, eicosanoids, and PAF. The splanchic bed is a major source of TNF production in vivo. In normal intestine, TNF is constitutively expressed at very low levels within Paneth cells. During the acute stage of NEC, TNF gene transcripts markedly increase not only within Paneth cells, but also in lamina propria eosinophils, and infiltrating (but not resident) macrophages. Paneth cells are also rich in group IIA phospholipase A2 (PLA2-IIA), an acute phase protein possibly involved in PAF synthesis, which is also upregulated by PAF.

LPS (2 mg/kg) and PAF (1 μg/kg), at doses below those causing shock and intestinal injury, stimulate TNF gene expression and protein production in the rat's liver and small intestine, predominantly in the ileum. LPS may induce TNF production via both PAF-dependent and PAF-independent pathways, as WEB-2086, a PAF antagonist, only partially blocked LPS-induced TNF mRNA formation.

Intravenous injection of TNF (1 mg/kg) induces hypotension and mild intestinal injury in rats. However, when TNF (0.5 mg/kg) is injected together with LPS (200 μg/kg) to rats or mice, a profound shock and severe intestinal necrosis develop. PAF may be the endogenous mediator for TNF/LPS, since PAF was detected after administration of TNF/LPS, and pretreatment with a PAF receptor antagonist protects mice from shock induced by TNF/LPS, intestinal injury, and death.

The transcription of TNF is regulated by transcription factors, including NF-κB. In turn, TNF activates NF-κB in vitro and in vivo, a pathway that may be involved in TNF’s self-activation.

Initial events after PAF administration: PMN activation, PMN-endothelial cell adhesion and mucosal barrier breakdown

One of the earliest events following PAF challenge is probably PMN activation and PMN-endothelial adhesion. PMN-depletion markedly reduces PAF-induced bowel injury. The major adhesion molecule involved in the PAF effect is leukocyte β2-integrin, especially CD11b/CD18, since pretreatment with anti-CD11b or anti-CD18 antibody largely prevents PMN influx (indicated by a marked elevation of intestinal myeloperoxidase content) as well as PAF-induced bowel injury. Anti-CD18 antibody also prevents the PAF-induced increase in endothelial and mucosal permeability. P-selectin may also play a role, as P-selectin-deficient mice are protected. Fucoidin-treated ICAM-1 deficient mice are also protected from the adverse effects of PAF, although fucoidin (a potent inhibitor of selectins) alone shows no protective effect. Yet extravascular PMN infiltration is not found by histological examination, indicating that PMN transmigration into tissues may be a late process.

A PAF challenge increases gut mucosal permeability. PAF alters the cytoskeletal structure of the intestinal epithelium and induces tyrosine phosphorylation of E-cadherin, an epithelial membrane component of the zona adherens. In NEC, this action of PAF may facilitate the entry of bacterial products including LPS, from the gut lumen into the tissues, triggering the inflammatory cascade. Bacterial toxins from the intestinal lumen are essential for the development of bowel injury following PAF challenge, since germ-free rats do not show signs of tissue damage, and this protection is lost when the animal is primed with exogenous LPS. Furthermore, conventional rats, treated with combined antibiotics, which markedly decrease intestinal bacteria, are protected to a large extent from the injurious effects of PAF and endotoxin-resistant mice are protected from PAF-induced intestinal injury. The actions of PAF and bacterial toxins (e.g., LPS) on intestinal injury are synergistic.

Reactive oxygen species (ROS): effector of injury?

The final effector of PAF-caused injury is most likely ROS. ROS can be released by activated PMNs, but the major source of ROS in the intestine is probably the xanthine dehydrogenase/xanthine oxidase complex (XD/XO). XD, the precursor of XO, is abundant in normal intestinal villus epithelium. During ischemia/reperfusion, XD is converted to XO. XO uses molecular oxygen as an electron receptor and thereby generates superoxide, which, in the presence of iron, forms the potent tissue damaging OH. The produced ROS has been proposed to mediate reperfusion injury. The small intestine is one of the highest sites for XD/XO activity in rats. Normally, the total XD+XO content (XD/XO ratio approximately 80:20) is higher in the jejenum than in the ileum. Following PAF challenge, however, it is the ileum that shows the most dramatic XD to XO conversion (more than 2 fold increase in XO). This change is rapid, detected at 15 minutes, and by 60 minutes, more than 60% of the total XD+XO activity is converted to XO. The conversion takes place mainly in the villus epithelial cells, and the major pathway is probably via activated protease, possibly released from activated inflammatory cells such as PMNs. The central role of XO and ROS in causing the injury is supported by the observation that pretreatment with allopurinol, a...
xanthine oxidase inhibitor, largely prevents PAF-induced bowel necrosis. Infusion of superoxide dismutase plus catalase also alleviates the injury.\[^{84}\]

**Endogenous protective mechanisms in the intestine: nitric oxide (NO) and neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS)**

There are 3 NOS isoforms: the constitutive neuronal (type I) nNOS, the endothelial (type III) eNOS, and the inducible (type II) iNOS.\[^{85}\] More than 90% of the total NOS in the small intestine are nNOS.\[^{86}\] Although iNOS is constitutively present, it accounts for less than 10% of the total NOS activity.\[^{86, \, 87}\] PAF rapidly decreases intestinal nNOS protein, mRNA, and enzyme activity,\[^{86}\] but has little effect on iNOS.\[^{87}\] The protective role of NO is supported by the following observations: (1) the degree of injury is inversely related to the nNOS activity; (2) NOS inhibitor L-NAME aggravates PAF-induced necrosis;\[^{88}\] (3) iNOS inhibitors are protective only when there is "sufficient" nNOS activity;\[^{87}\] (4) NO donors significantly reduce PAF-induced bowel injury,\[^{89}\] and (5) tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4), a nNOS cofactor essential for its action, protects rats from PAF-induced intestinal ischemia and necrosis.\[^{89}\] NO may help to maintain the integrity of the mucosal barrier and the microvasculature, to increase blood flow, and to inhibit leukocyte adhesion.\[^{90}\]

Endogenous NO also protects against hypoxia-induced intestinal injury.\[^{91, \, 92}\] In a related study, inhibition of endogenous NO production with L-arginine analogs significantly worsened the bowel injury produced by 90 minutes of 10% oxygen exposure. PAF levels were significantly elevated in the intestines of animals exposed to hypoxia and a NO synthase inhibitor, and the intestinal injury seen in these animals was prevented with the PAF antagonist WEB 2086. In the vascular endothelium, NO synthesized from L-arginine by the constitutive form of nitric oxide synthase (cNOS) limits neutrophil adhesion, promotes microvascular integrity, and maintains basal vasodilator tone.\[^{93}\]

**Neonatal model of NEC: role of hypoxia, enteral feeding, bacterial and endogenous PAF**

The PAF model using young adult rats and mice is simple and reproducible, but it lacks a critical feature of human NEC, i.e., the newborn age and prematurity. A neonatal model of Barlow et al.\[^{94, \, 95}\] first described in 1972, most closely resembles human NEC.\[^{94, \, 96}\] We modified Barlow’s model and further characterized the pathologic findings.\[^{197}\] Neonatal rats delivered via abdominal incision were maintained in a neonatal incubator and received the following stresses: (1) artificial formula feedings (0.1 ml every 3 hours via orogastric tube, 200 cal/kg per day, advanced as tolerated); (2) asphyxia (100% N\(_2\) for 50 seconds twice daily); and (3) *E. coli* inoculation (1x10\(^6\) organisms/d via orogastric tube) (In recent experiments commensal gut bacteria were used instead of *E. coli*). NEC developed in more than 75% of the neonatal rats exposed to hypoxia, formula feeding and bacteria. Pathologic findings were similar to human NEC. Grossly, the intestine was hemorrhagic, with friable, occasionally segmental lesions, but often involving most of the intestinal length. The necrosis began at the villus tip, may extend to the submucosa (Fig. 3B, 3C) and sometimes through the entire thickness (Fig. 3D).

When neonatal animals stressed with asphyxia, formula feeding, and oral bacterial inoculation were pretreated with the PAF receptor antagonists WEB 2170 (a gift from Boehringer Ingelheim, Mainz, Germany) (10 mg/kg q am/30 mg/kg q pm), the incidence of NEC was reduced from 14/18 (control group) to 3/17. The death rate was also reduced to 6/17, compared with 17/18 in the controls.\[^{98}\] A 4-fold higher WEB 2170 dosing regimen did not alter the incidence of NEC, presumably because of an agonist effect on the PAF receptor at very high doses.\[^{98}\] Intestinal PAF concentrations were elevated (270±80 pg/g) in animals stressed with asphyxia, formula feeding, and bacterial inoculation compared with age-matched, healthy, maternally fed controls (70 ±50 pg/g, \(P<0.05\)). When neonatal rats were treated with the PAF degrading enzyme, PAF-AH, as enteral supplementation in doses approximately 10-fold higher than that of human breast milk, the incidence of NEC was reduced from 19/26 in controls to 6/26 (\(P<0.05\)).\[^{99}\] In addition, PAF-AH (human, recombinant protein) was identified by immunohistochemistry throughout the intestinal tract and remained functionally active for greater than 24 hours after dosing.\[^{99}\] Interestingly, there was no measurable human PAF-AH in the circulation of animals using a sensitive monoclonal antibody/ELISA technique.\[^{99}\] In a neonatal piglet model of NEC induced by hypoxia and LPS, WEB 2170 was found to ameliorate the hemodynamic change as well as the intestinal injury.\[^{100}\] Taken together, these observations support the hypothesis that endogenous PAF acts as a critical mediator in this neonatal rat model of NEC.

**Protective role of probiotics: the "magic bullet"?**

The colonization of the gut microflora is established shortly after birth, and is important to the host regarding metabolic functions and resistance to bacterial invasion. Healthy breast-milk fed neonates are colonized with multiple flora including a predominance of the
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probiotic Bifidobacteria and Lactobacilli, whereas coliforms, enterococci and bacteroides predominate in formula-fed infants. To examine the protective role of probiotic bacteria, we treated neonatal animals with $10^9$ Bifidobacteria infantis organisms every day and evaluated for the development of experimental NEC (as described above), endotoxin translocation, mucosal permeability, and PLA$_2$-II mRNA expression. Bifidobacteria infantis supplementation reduced the incidence of NEC (7/24 vs 19/27 control, $P<0.05$) but did not alter the colonization pattern of gram-negative organisms. Bifidobacteria infantis were identified in the stool and intestinal lumen of treated animals but absent in the controls. In addition, Bifidobacteria infantis treatment markedly reduced PLA$_2$-II gene expression in intestinal tissue (42±29 mol/μg tissue vs 802±320 control, $P<0.01$) but had no effect on mucosal permeability. The results suggest that Bifidobacteria infantis reduces the incidence of NEC by altering PAF metabolism and bacterial translocation.

Recent clinical studies showed considerable promise of administration of probiotics as a preventive measure for NEC. In one study, 367 very low birth weight (VLBW) (<1500 g) neonates who had survived beyond 7 days were randomized into 2 groups. The control group was fed with breast milk alone, and the study group also received infloran (Lactobacillus acidophilus and Bifidobacterium infantis) as supplement. The incidence of NEC of stage II or more was significantly lower in the study group than in the control group. The incidence of death was also lower (9 of 180 vs 24 of 187). There were 6 cases of severe NEC (stage III) in the control group and none in the study group. In another study, VLBW (<1500 g) infants were treated with oral probiotics mixture of Bifidobacteria infantis, Streptococcus thermophilus, and Bifidobacteria bifidus. Fifteen babies out of 73 in the control group developed NEC and 3 died. The incidence of NEC and its severity were reduced in the 72 infants in the study group. No death occurred in the study group.

The protective action of probiotics is probably more than a simple "bacterial warfare" or a competition between the probiotics and pathogens within the gut lumen. Probiotics have been shown to enhance host innate immunity, both mucosal and systemic, by producing specific polysaccharides. Despite the
Correlation of human NEC with experimental NEC

Experimental evidence strongly supports the role of PAF, TNF and toxic products of intestinal commensal bacteria (e.g., LPS), in the pathogenesis of acute ischemic bowel necrosis and in the neonatal rat model of NEC. Some data from human studies suggest a similar pathophysiology in neonatal NEC. Local and systemic PAF concentrations are elevated in neonates with NEC, and feeding alone promotes PAF production. We and other investigators found higher circulating plasma levels of PAF and/or PAF-like phospholipid in NEC patients compared with age-matched, illness-matched controls.[108,109] These NEC patients also had higher circulating TNF-α levels[108] and lower plasma PAF-AH activity than control babies. Enteral feeding itself caused elevations of circulating PAF levels in a significant percentage of preterm infants,[110] although the circulating PAF-AH activity was not affected by the feeding regimen. Circulating PAF may not adequately reflect the activity in the local environment (intestinal lumen/mucosa), but stool PAF concentrations also increased with feedings.[111] Fourteen days after feedings were begun, the PAF levels were approximately 3-fold higher than prefeeding values (1028±244 pg/g vs 357±76 pg/g, P<0.05).[110] Stool samples from seven patients with NEC (stage II or III) had the highest levels, with a mean PAF concentration 8-fold higher than controls (2484±154 pg/g).[111]

Several factors may predispose newborns and especially premature infants to NEC, e.g., immature gastrointestinal host defense, dysfunctional mesenteric blood flow autoregulation, and low PAF-AH.[47,112] Although plasma PAF-AH activity is lower in NEC patients than in the controls,[108] PAF-AH activity is low in newborns as a group, reaching normal adult values at 6 weeks of life.[113] Infants fed with breast milk (containing significant PAF-AH activity) have a much lower risk of NEC than infants fed with formula (without measurable PAF-AH activity).[114] In animal experiments, upregulation of PAF-AH can prevent ischemic bowel necrosis following exogenous PAF infusion.[115] These data strongly support the role of PAF in neonatal NEC and suggest that low neonatal PAF-AH activity may in part explain why NEC predominates in the neonates. The role of toxins from intestinal commensal bacteria in the development of bowel injury is attested by the observations that germ-free rats do not develop bowel injury after PAF challenge.[78] The absence of NEC in the human fetus (in germ-free environment) may represent a similar situation. Aberrant composition of intestinal microbiota in premature infants may contribute to the pathogenesis of NEC.

Proposed mechanism for the pathogenesis of NEC (Fig. 4)

The initial insult in the pathogenesis of NEC could be Perinatal hypoxia, mild infection, etc. Formula feeding (probiotics, antibiotics)

PAF

Focal mild mucosal damage + Proliferation of commensal bacteria (probiotics, innate immunity)

Inflammatory cascade* PAF          TNF

Entry of bacterial products, e.g., LPS

NO

PAF

TNF

PMN activation & adhesion

Entry of large amount of bacterial toxins

Sepsis & shock

Severe NEC

Fig. 4. Flow diagram of the proposed pathogenesis of NEC (inhibitors are in italics and within parentheses).
perinatal hypoxia or a mild postnatal infection, either of which results in mild mucosal damage. Following formula feeding there may be aberrant colonization of intestinal microflora and their excessive proliferation. Because of the immature "mucosal barrier" and inadequate probiotic colonization, the commensal bacteria may attach to the damaged intestinal epithelium, thus eliciting endogenous production of PAF (and PAF-like phospholipids) and TNF. Major sources of PAF may be epithelial cells, lamina propria cells, endothelial cells and commensal bacteria. In the mature intestine, a normal mucosal barrier and a robust innate immune response probably prevent any deleterious action on the epithelium. However, in immature and mildly damaged mucosa, the close proximity of bacteria and intestinal epithelial cells may facilitate transcellular permeation of PAF and bacterial toxins such as LPS into the mucosa. If PAF-AH is low (as in premature infants), PAF, which increases the intestinal epithelial permeability in vivo, may accumulate locally, leading to focal mucosal "leak" and local entry of commensal bacteria or their toxic products. PAF may then synergize with LPS and/or TNF, reaching the threshold necessary to trigger a cascade of inflammatory events: PMN activation and adhesion to venular endothelium, increase in vascular permeability, complement activation, NF-κB activation, induction of proinflammatory cytokines and adhesion molecules, and release of ROS and other inflammatory mediators, and PAF and TNF themselves. Eventually, vasoconstriction occurs, leading to ischemia and subsequent reperfusion. Activation of xanthine oxidase with massive reactive oxygen species production occurs as a consequence of ischemia and/or protease activation. The final result depends on the balance between the injurious mechanisms (inflammatory mediators, cytokines, ischemia, ROS) and the protective mechanisms (nNOS, probiotics, innate immunity and anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10). An imbalance favoring the former will result in serious breakdown of the mucosal barrier and bacterial entry, thereby launching a self-perpetuating vicious cycle, leading to shock, sepsis and sometimes death.
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